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Malaysia had already independence for 58 years, but the ethnic problem is still the
most important issue. When reviewing the research about the Malaysia Chinese identity,
we can know that, most of the researches were from the historical structure annotation,
therefore which lack of experience research. The main of this thesis is to explore the
Malaysia Chinese will emphasize the Chinese identity or not based on the difference in
generation and ideas. And what’s the reason affect the difference generation self-identity?
Furthermore, in the idea of culture, what is the differences between Malaysia culture and
Chinese culture thinking by Malaysia Chinese? And what’s the reason affect the
difference generation thinking about the culture? Negotiating identity is an identity which
constructs with civil society and political life, thus I think Malaysia Chinese in
self-identity might be changed by the generation differences. This thesis use a case of
Malacca city, in approaches, use the “nondirective interview”, “participant observation”,
“content analysis”, to explore the relationship between Chinese identity and the affect
reason. We found that, difference in generation who culture identity and Chinese identity
are different, older generations think Malaysian Chinese & China people are the same
and they will emphasize more on Chinese identity. On the contrary, younger generations
think Malaysian Chinese & China people are different, and they won’t emphasize on
Chinese identity conversely emphasize more on the national identity (Malaysia
identity).The factor of affecting are family effects, educational effects, relationship with
another ethnic, the region which stay, etc. Moreover, through observed the Chinese group
also realized that, younger generations lack of participation in the Chinese group. This

means younger generation scarcity the Chinese identity, thus Chinese group becomes
wane. Finally, the analysis of Malaysian newspapers also ascertain that, older newspapers
reported more on the news of China, thus strengthen older generations emphasize the
Chinese identity. The other hand, newer newspapers reported more on the news of
Malaysia, thenceforth created younger generations who are more emphasize on
Malaysian identity.
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